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ABSTRACT
Researchers in education have explored identity constructs to solve
a variety of problems such as improving retention, ameliorating
diversity and inclusion, fostering learning, and gauging decision-
making. However, literature in social sciences describes identity
research as often fragmented, with researchers often building their
work on siloed factions in identity literature. This paper aims to
build a categorization model for classifying types of papers on iden-
tity in computing education research (CER). We categorized 55 pa-
pers that either investigated identity formation of students in com-
puting undergraduate degree programs or suggested relationships
of other constructs to identity using a systematic literature review.
We first explored trends in the types of papers with respect to their
demographics and then categorized the papers based on semantics
and contributions using inductive content analysis. We observed
a growing interest in identity over the last five years. The types
of papers on identity in CER fell into two themes: identity-centric
studies and non-identity centric studies. These themes included six
categories of papers that described identity, assessed identity forma-
tion, measured identity construct, studied the influence of identity
on a factor, implied another construct as identity, and inferred re-
lationships of other constructs to identity. We shed light on our
categorization scheme, provide a framework for positioning future
research, and discuss opportunities for future work on identity in
computing. Our model can support researchers to position their
work or find appropriate literature when investigating work related
to identity in computing at the undergraduate level.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Professional topics; Comput-
ing education.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computing skills are required for a large number of jobs in the
industry [18] and jobs in computing will continue to grow by 13%
annually over the next decade [90]. While enrollments in comput-
ing majors [6] are rising to make up for this demand, we know
little about how to equally engage students of different demograph-
ics and abilities in our field [18] or how students learn computing
given the relative nascence of our field when compared to other
STEM-related fields. Learning is a complex construct as evidenced
across disciplines and even in computing education research (CER),
researchers have used a variety of proxies, theories, and frame-
works to investigate learning [46, 53]. One construct that has been
suggested to have the potential to unify research across framings
is that of identity [69]. Identity itself is a complex construct [69]
and researchers have studied identity to solve a variety of problems
[24, 50, 83] such as retention, diversity, learning, decision-making,
etc. The Handbook of Identity Theory and Research defines identity
as “viewed through the lens of an individual person, identity consists
of the confluence of the person’s self-chosen or ascribed commitments,
personal characteristics, and beliefs about herself; roles and positions
in relation to significant others; and her membership in social groups
and categories (including both her status within the group and the
group’s status within the larger context); as well as her identification
with treasured material possessions and her sense of where she be-
longs in geographical space” [69]. At a fundamental level, identity
involves a person’s implicit or explicit response to the question:
“Who are you?”. Identity formation can be studied with a focus on
individual, relational, or collective processes and there are various
debates and philosophical viewpoints in social science research on
the structure, domains, and processes of identity [69]. For example,
is identity fluid or stable? Is it discovered, personally constructed,
or socially constructed? Should it be studied through the lens of
psychological, sociocultural, or socio-cognitive theories? Is identity
possessed or negotiated in interaction? While work on identity can
be classified using these philosophical viewpoints or theoretical
frameworks, our work in this paper takes a different view of classi-
fying prior work on identity literature in CER. We aim to categorize
papers on identity in CER based on focus and contributions rather
than philosophical underpinnings. This categorization can support
our community’s understanding of pragmatic semantics of what
kind of work has been done so far related to identity. Our cate-
gorization model can help in (1) identifying gaps in the literature,
(2) supporting researchers, especially those who aren’t acquainted
with identity literature, to identify relevant prior work, and (3)
assisting scientific agencies in identifying areas to allocate future
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funds for identity work in computing. This work is the first step
in our larger project that aims to understand researcher motiva-
tions for working on identity, identity definitions and components,
identity representations or proxies for identity, methodologies for
identity explorations, and factors that impact identity formation
through a structured synthesis of prior literature on undergraduate
computing identity.

Identity literature is often described as fragmented and disinte-
grated with researchers often building their work on siloed pieces
in the literature (pp.1, [69]). The problem this fragmentation leads
to is redundant work, inconsistent nomenclatures, and bodies of
knowledge that have similar ideas or constructs but different ter-
minologies. Researchers have tried to reduce this fragmentation of
identity through systematic literature reviews (SLR) in other disci-
plines such as reviews on professional identity in higher education
[83], identity development in engineering education [50, 58, 66, 80],
and identity in mathematics education [9]. These reviews often
explain the state of a field or topic in a discipline, describe mod-
els or taxonomies to categorize work, and suggest gaps that need
to be addressed in future work. For example, a review on profes-
sional identity literature in higher education by Trede et. al. [83]
categorized identity-related papers in higher education based on
professional identity definitions and theoretical frameworks and
found that the research base is underdeveloped. They emphasized
the need for clarity on the meaning and conceptualization of the
professional identity construct in future work. Within CER, the
only review that synthesizes identity-related work is the recent
work that assessed identity studies in K-12 computing research [24].
While our paper is not a complete synthesis of work on identity
research similar to other SLRs, it is a first step that will aid in the
synthesis of literature and initiating a dialogue on what are the
types of papers related to identity in CER. We aim to categorize
research on identity for the unexplored undergraduate computing
identity literature.

2 METHODS
The goal of this paper is to consolidate research on identity in un-
dergraduate computing education so that researchers can identify
prior work and situate future work. To conduct prior work, we
followed guidelines from Kitchenham et al. [36] in order to synthe-
size the existing evidence on identity contents and processes [69]
and develop a categorization model. Specifically, we aim to answer
the following research question: What are the types of papers on
identity with respect to semantics and contributions in undergraduate
computing identity literature?

2.1 Database search process
To answer our research question, we identified literature from three
sources: (a) scientific article databases, (b) Google scholar, and (c)
through snowball sampling. For the database search, we used five
digital libraries: ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect,
SpringerLink, and Taylor & Francis. These libraries or databases
were selected based on an exhaustive list used in recent systematic
literature reviews [26, 29, 44] in Computing Education Research
(CER) literature. We used two queries or equivalent search strings
to identify relevant literature in the databases:

• Preliminary query used on ACM Digital Library: ("student")
AND ("identity") AND ("comput*")

• Subsequent query used on all other databases: ("undergradu-
ate" OR "student" OR "education") AND ("identity formation"
OR "identity development" OR "form* identity" OR "influenc*
identity") AND ("CS" OR "comput*" OR "software engineer-
ing" OR "informati*")

These queries were iterated and refactored multiple times to
capture known literature and accurate results. The second query
specifically was constructed after skimming abstracts and keywords
of papers retrieved from the first query to ensure relevant papers
can be retrieved in fewer hits in other databases. The search terms
were applied to all fields and the query was run on March 31, 2020.
Software engineering, Informatics, and Information Technology
(IT) were included in the search terms as undergraduate computing
programs follow different taxonomies or nomenclature for clas-
sifying computing degree programs around the world [71]. The
regular expression queries were excluded from databases that did
not support regular expressions and an alternate equivalent query
was used.

A total of 825 papers were hit based on the queries of which
38 were selected based on our inclusion and exclusion criteria
described in the next section. In addition, 17 papers were further
selected from the first ten pages of Google scholar and through
snowballing references (backward snowballing) in the identified
set of papers. Backward snowballing is the process of identifying
additional relevant papers from the reference list or citations in a
paper [91]. This technique helps in reducing the risk of exclusion
of articles that might be undetected using the search queries due
to keyword or terminology inconsistencies. We went through the
citation list of each of the initial 38 papers that were identified based
on the queries. The papers from snowballing were included in the
corpus if they met the following criteria (checked in this order): (1)
the paper was not a part of the existing corpus, (2) the relevance
of a paper title to our review topic, (3) the papers’ abstract aligned
with the scope of our review, and (4) the inclusion and exclusion
criteria as described in the next section were met.

2.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The inclusion and exclusion criteria were decided based on our
research question and were further refined after reading abstracts
of potential paper hits using the preliminary query. The studies
that met each of the following four inclusion criteria were added
to the pool of papers that were selected for review:

1. Study demographics or source of data (one or more)
a. all or a subset of study participants were enrolled in un-

dergraduate computing, CS, or IT programs; or
b. study participants were undertaking an undergraduate

computing course/professional development activity such
as REU programs or bootcamps; or

c. practitioners were teaching an undergraduate computing
course; or

d. data consisted of documents related to computing under-
graduate programs.

2. Study theme (one or more)
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Table 1: Papers that met our inclusion and exclusion criteria

Database/Method Hits Selected Comments
ACM Full-Text Collection 493 29 A preliminary query was used for ACM
IEEE Xplore 24 4 The database is skewed toward Engineering identity
Taylor and Francis 133 3
Science Direct 35 1
SpringerLink 140 1 The database is skewed toward STEM identity
Google scholar and snowballing - 17

Total. 825 55

a. construct under study was identity or the construct under
study had a relationship with identity which was derived
systematically; or

b. intervention under study was designed for influencing
identity or the intervention indirectly impacted identity.

3. Type of publication (one): journal article, conference paper,
dissertation, workshop/work-in-progress paper.

4. Publication language was English or a translation in English
was available.

The papers that met any of the following exclusion criteria were
discarded from the corpus:

1. Posters, doctoral consortium articles, and any publication
less than or equal to two pages,

2. Non-peer reviewed articles,
3. Studies focusing on K-12 education,
4. Opinion papers with no empirical evidence or papers that

proposed an opinion based on synthesis of prior work. Note
that we define empirical evidence as the evidence derived or
inferred from direct observation or experimentation. This
evidence was obtained or was in the process of getting ob-
tained from qualitative or quantitative studies/experiments
conducted by a researcher(s). We excluded papers that an-
swered research questions using previous literature and did
not have empirical data directly collected from participants;

2.3 Filtering process, data extraction, and data
analysis

We found 825 papers based on our search queries and we read
the title and skimmed the abstract of these potential hits. After
eliminating duplicates, 62 unique papers were found that met our
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Of the 62 potential matches, 24
papers were further discarded after carefully reading sections in
the paper as they failed to meet our inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Such papers:

• did not meet participant requirements (n=9, four papers
did not have students in CS programs, e.g. [34, 88], and
five papers were targeted towards K-12 CS programs, e.g.
[1, 30, 59]); or

• had no empirical data collected from participants but rather
opinions backed up by synthesis of prior work (n=10, e.g.,
[31, 48, 65, 72, 84]); or

• did not follow study theme in our inclusion criteria (n=5,
e.g., [3, 15]);

Thus, the data extraction process resulted in a corpus with 38
papers. In addition, 17 papers were further selected from the first
ten pages of Google scholar and through snowballing references
in the identified set of papers that met the inclusion and exclusion
criteria. The snowballed papers were chosen based on reference
titles and their alignment to the topic of our review. The frequency
of papers obtained from different databases during our filtering
process is shown in Table 1. Through this process, we obtained a
corpus of 55 papers.

For the first 27 papers, the author read the paper twice, first
highlighting relevant text and then extracting snippets from the
highlighted text that answered our research question. This extracted
data was organized using documents and spreadsheets and was
analyzed using inductive content analysis [5], following a constant
comparison technique [8, 73] to annotate data snippets into codes.
The codes were based on commonalities across studies and emerged
from the surface meaning of data or using a semantic method [5].
As we were reading new papers we compared if they fitted in one
of the existing codes or else a new code was generated. The codes
were further merged into six categories and these categories were
abstracted into two themes. Our iterative process led to a persistent
merging of codes into an existing category or reorganization of
existing categories. We were confident that we had reached the-
oretical saturation [8] after coding 27 papers as no new category
or theme emerged when we coded papers 22-27. We developed
a preliminary categorization scheme consisting of categories and
themes and used this model to categorize the remaining papers
(n=28). These remaining papers fell into one of our categories and
themes which strengthens the validity of our categorization model.
An example of our content analysis process is shown in Table 2.
We also use frequency analysis to discuss the broader trends that
emerged from our analysis for each of the categories and themes.

2.4 Limitations
There are many limitations to our systematic review. First, we fo-
cused on exact search terms related to identity in our search strings.
Identity is a vague concept and previous systematic literature re-
views on identity in K-12 computing [24], engineering education
[50], and higher education [83], have incorporated different the-
saurus terms such as “self-concept”, “self-perception”, “self-image”,
“sense of belonging”, “reflective practice”, “professional values”, etc.
for finding papers related to identity. However, such review papers
included identity-centric papers, had fewer papers, and excluded
papers where another construct was the primary focus although
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Table 2: Inductive content analysis example from a sample extracted text

RQ: What are the types of papers on identity with respect to semantics and contributions in undergraduate computing
identity literature?

Paper Title Developing a Computing Identity
Framework: Understanding
Computer Science and Information
Technology Career Choice [45]

Increasing Technical Excellence,
Leadership and Commitment of
Computing Students through
Identity-Based Mentoring [4]

Developing Communities of Practice to
Serve Hispanic Students: Supporting
Identity, Community, and Professional
Networks [28]

Raw Data “This paper expands on knowledge of
computing identity by building on
what is known about prior identity
models in science and mathematics
education. The model theorizes three
primary sub-constructs that
contribute to the development of a
computing identity [. . .]. Drawing on
data from a nationally representative
survey [. . .], the study tested the
alignment of the theorized model to
the measures on the survey.”

We present Computing Identity
Mentoring, an intervention designed
to increase commitment to
computing while enhancing
students’ technical and leadership
skills. [. . .] This paper presents
early findings on the effectiveness
of the approach and illustrates
Computing Identity Mentoring in
the context of three of the seven
institutions where it has been
implemented.

Results from S-STEM program indicate
scholars experience greater retention and
higher achievement than their peers, yet
little is known about how S-STEM
scholarship programs shape students’
professional identities in their fields. [. . .]
The research questions that drive this
project are: What evidence suggests the
Cybersecurity S-STEM program supports
minority students’ development of science
identities through access to performance,
competence, and recognition? [. . .]

Primary
Code

measure computing identity assess the efficacy of computing
identity mentoring program

assess S-STEM programs’ role in identity
formation

Category Quantitative operationalization of
identity to develop a measurement

instrument

Assessing interventions for identity development/formation

Theme Identity-centric studies

it had an association with identity. We included the papers that
were not about identity in order to identify factors that influence
identity indirectly. We recommend that future researchers explore
the use of some of the terms from other fields to extract work re-
lated to identity as well as explore identity formation of computing
professionals who are not necessarily computing undergraduates
(e.g. conversational programmers or technical executives). In addi-
tion, our review focused on CS, IT, or computing students’ identity
formation. Thus, there is a possibility that work on identity forma-
tion in sub-disciplines of CS such as Data Science or Cybersecurity
might not be included based on our search queries. Given the re-
cent uptrend of student enrollments in majors specific to these
sub-disciplines and the nascency of prior work on identity in these
sub-areas, we decided to focus on the broader computing discipline.
Another limitation is that the author ignored exploring work from
identity research in other disciplines and/or general identity be-
fore extracting and analyzing data from the selected papers. This
was intentional as the author wanted to be agnostic to prior work
to ensure that the inductive data coding process for generating
frameworks for positioning future research was not influenced by
literature and described their viewpoint as an outsider. In addition,
we excluded articles that were not written in English and conducted
searches in five databases. In the future, other researchers can in-
clude articles in other languages and from other databases. Lastly,
qualitative analysis can be influenced by a researcher’s theoretical
stance and interpretation. We attempt to address the validity of
our inductive analysis through the transparency of our process

and provide detailed exhaustive examples with references of the
situated work in our categorization model.

3 FINDINGS
We first examine the trends in the types of papers with respect to
their demographics and then describe or categorization model for
classifying work on identity based on semantics and contributions.
The description of demographics of papers is described in terms of
types of publications, venues, and timeline.

3.1 Demographics of publications in our corpus
A majority of scientific articles that described research related to
identity in computingwere conference papers (n=43, 78%). This is in
line with research in engineering education [50], however different
than identity research in K-12 CS literature where journal articles
are more prominent [24]. This was followed by scientific articles
published as journal articles (n=9, 16%), and a small presence of
peer-reviewed articles in dissertations and workshops as shown in
Table 3.

We also observed a growing interest in identity in computing
since 2014 (see Figure 1). 80% of the 55 papers (n=44) were published
in or after 2014. The earliest paper in our corpus was published
in 1997 and most papers were published in 2018 (n=13). Finally, in
terms of publication demographics, we found that the venues where
researchers published their work on identity in computing followed
a long tail distribution with 55 papers published in 22 venues. Most
papers (n=13, 24%) were published in unique venues [7, 25, 35, 37, 38,
43, 49, 54, 78, 79, 81, 82, 85]. Next, 16% of the 55 papers on identity
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Table 3: Types of publications related to identity in comput-
ing at the undergraduate level

Types of publications Count (N=55)
Conference paper 43
Journal article 9
Dissertation 2
Workshop papers 1

in computing were published at the ACM International Computing
Education Research (ICER) conference (n=9), followed by 13% at
the ACM Technical Symposium on Computer Science Education
(SIGCSE) conference (n=7). All other venues with two or more
publications are shown in Figure 2. Only one venue for publishing
journal articles, ACM Transactions on Computing Education, had
more than one paper (n=2).

3.2 Types of papers on identity in computing
with respect to a paper’s focus, semantics,
and contributions

Two themes emerged from our review corpus related to the types
of papers or studies on identity in computing with respect to the
focus, semantics, and contributions of the papers: Theme 1 (identity-
centric studies) and Theme 2 (non-identity centric studies: nexus
between the central construct under study and identity). The themes
are mutually exclusive and exhaustive, denoting that each paper
fell into one of the two themes. Four categories of papers were
found under Theme 1 and two in Theme 2. The categories are
exhaustive, demonstrating that each paper in our corpus fell into
one or more of these categories within one theme. These categories
are conceptualized in Figure 3.

3.2.1 Theme 1: Identity-centric studies. The first theme denoted
identity-centric studies where each paper had (i) identity as the
central construct under study; and/or (ii) explicitly determined the
relationship of a construct to identity through one or more research
questions. In this theme, researchers often situated their work in

Figure 1: Papers published related to identity in computing at an undergraduate level by year before March 2020

Figure 2: Papers published related to identity in computing at undergraduate level by venue
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 3: (a) Categorization of papers on identity in computing with respect to focus, semantics, and contributions (N=55); (b)
Venn diagram demonstrating focus of 45 identity-centric papers; (c) Venn diagram demonstrating focus of 10 non-identity
centric papers; (d) Frequency table for categorization of identity-centric papers; (e) Frequency table for categorization of
non-identity centric papers

prior work on identity and grounded their findings in identity
literature. There were four categories of papers in this theme which
either systematically studied identity construct or an intervention
meant for fostering the development of identities in computing.
82% of the 55 papers (n=45) fell into this theme.

Qualitative description and conceptualization of identity
construct in computing (describe): Within this category, re-
searchers conducted fundamental research on the identity construct
or the process of identity formation/development in computing.
The papers focused on (i) describing a type or component of identity
such as professional identity in computing [25, 32, 57], narrative
identity or life stories [12–14], nerd identity [10], etc.; and/or (ii)
explaining processes that can aid in the representation or concep-
tualization of the identity formation such as participation in the
discipline [60–64], identity statuses [33], engagement, imagination,
and alignment [42, 43], etc. The descriptions of the identity con-
struct or processes were either inferred from different disciplines or
were derived inductively and researchers examined these conceptu-
alizations in the context of computing undergraduate programs. The
abstract conceptualizations were further concretized using opera-
tional markers or proxies in contextualized qualitative data. 42% of
the 55 papers (n=23) fell into this category [10, 12, 42, 43, 55, 57, 60–
13, 14, 20, 25, 32, 33, 35, 41, 64, 78, 79, 85, 89].

Papers in this category that described a type or component of
identity included Harrington et al.’s work [25] that answered the
RQ “What is the nature of computing students’ professional identity?”,
Kapoor and Gardner-McCune’s [32] description of “What are CS

students’ professional identities?”, and Parker’s [57] findings on “How
well does a future role in the computing profession describe the current
professional identity of undergraduate CS majors?”. The three former
studies described the professional identities of students which is a
type of a person’s identity. However, there were differences in how
they conceptualized professional identity. While Harrington et al.’s
paper [25] presumed and conceptualized professional identity in
computing as a student’s association with a “nerd” or “geek” stereo-
type, Kapoor and Gardner-McCune [32] inductively determined
that students described their computing professional identities in
line with computing jobs or subdisciplines in computing. Parker
[57] employed a conceptualization of identity similar to Kapoor
and Gardner-McCune [32] and used future profession perceptions
as a measure to operationalize CS students’ professional identities.
Parker, however, sought students’ self and social (peers and super-
visors) views on professional alignment as a second measure (in
addition to what professional roles students see themselves in) to
understand the extent of students’ CS professional identity forma-
tion. Another example of papers in this category is Lundberg et al.’s
work [42, 43] which conceptualized the pre-professional identity or
employability of computing students. They asked students to imag-
ine the future professional roles they see themselves in (similar to
Parker [57] and Kapoor and Gardner-McCune [32]) and determined
that the three processes of engagement, imagination, and alignment
can be used to gain insight into students’ pre-professional identity.

We also observed that researchers used two prominent terms
to describe identity in computing: computing/CS identity [e.g., 4,
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45, etc.] and computing/CS professional identity [e.g., 32, 33, 57,
etc.]. Based on our interpretation of how the papers defined the
terminology, the terms “computing identity” and “CS identity” were
broader terms that implied the same meaning, “a person who sees
themselves doing or using computing or computer science”. The
terms “computing professional identity” and “CS professional iden-
tity” however implied “doing computing professionally” and was
a more restrictive term than “computing” or “CS” identity. Thus,
the researchers differed in the terminology based on a person’s
association with computing. For instance, Bettin et al. [2] presumed
“computing identity” as a part of students’ “engineering identity” and
they intended that students “use or do” computing as a professional
engineer rather than “do” computing as a computing professional.
The term “computing identity” was also sometimes associated with
doing computing as a computing professional and hence there were
overlaps. For example, Boyer et al. [4] defined “computing identity”
as “a sense of pride and belonging to the community of researchers and
practitioners in CS and IT ” implying the person sees themselves as a
computing professional belonging to research or practice. However,
the opposite of this was not true - “computing professional iden-
tity” or “computer science professional identity” never implied using
computing but rather the act of viewing one’s self as a computing
professional. For example, Kapoor and Gardner-McCune [32, 33]
defined “computing professional identity” as “the transformation of
a person’s interest in computing into a person’s self-identification
as someone who engages in computing professionally through one
or more computing subdisciplines and career paths”, emphasizing a
person’s association with a computing profession. Thus, the termi-
nologies related to identity in computing differ from engineering
education literature where engineering identity is viewed as equiv-
alent to professional identity or working as an engineer profession-
ally [50] rather than using engineering outside of disciplines.

Other works describing components of identity include Kin-
nunen et al.’s work [35] which described students’ CS identities
through the lens of students’ perception of the discipline, role in
computing, and expectations from degree programs. Davis et al.
[10] described “nerd identity” of CS students through the lens of
“discourse elements related to: competence, performance, and recog-
nition” in students’ actions in a CS1 course. They broadened the
description of “nerd identities”, highlighted the potential benefits of
such identities, and presented a case that a myriad of diverse nerd
identities should be included in broader CS identities as some stu-
dents who participate in CS imagine themselves as nerds. Dziallas
and Fincher [12–14] used learning stories as a proxy to understand
the narrative identities of students in computing with a focus on de-
termining “aspects of graduateness” [12], instances of “accountable
disciplinary knowledge” [14], “learning life” stories [13], and “ac-
quisition and use of disciplinary knowledge within and beyond their
undergraduate education” [13]. They stated, “we are not concerned
with the whole identity . . ., but with participants’ “learning life” and
with how the stories they tell about their learning experiences change
over time” [13]. Other descriptive work in this category included
Friedensen et al.’s [20] work on how a computer engineer’s identity
is understood and used by an electrical and computer engineering
department in departmental documents, Zander et al.’s [89] work
that described a classification of students’ identities in relation to
the computing discipline, and Walker’s paper [85] that described

engineering students’ feminine and masculine identities through
experiences in CS courses.

Research on the description of processes that impact identity
formation includes Peters’ (et al.’s) work [60–64] that determined
ways in which CS and IT students experience participation in the
discipline. In this work, Peters’ assumed that participation is a pro-
cess through which identity is negotiated and this process was
based on Wenger’s interpretation of identity formation (social the-
ory of learning [39]). She found seven hierarchical ways in which
students experience participation in the CS/IT discipline: “using,
learning about technology, creating, problem solving, problem solving
for others, creating new knowledge, and contributing to societal en-
deavors”. In another work on identity formation processes, Kapoor
and Gardner-McCune [33] identified that the extent of computing
professional identity formation can be represented through identity
statuses which correspond to variation in students’ exploration in
the discipline or commitment to a discipline. Tomer andMishra [79]
investigated the process in which software engineering students
“construct their professional identities” and found students resolving
conflicts of their identities through the process of “identity morph-
ing”. Thiry and Hug’s work [78] explained the process of “identity
production” in Latina undergraduate computing students and Lewis
et al. [41] described the process of students’ assessment of their “fit”
between identity and selection of a CS major.

Quantitative operationalization of identity to develop a
measurement instrument (measure): Papers in this category
quantitatively operationalized a conceptualized theoretical identity
construct to develop instruments for measuring identity-related
to computing at a time point. The operationalized identities were
identified through surveys. We found three papers (5% of the 55
papers, [45, 57, 86]) in this category of which one instrument was
exploratory and not validated [57]. These papers included Mahadeo
et al.’s study [45] that determined the efficacy of a STEM model for
measuring “computing identity” using three sub-constructs: belief in
one’s performance, interest, and recognition in computing. Other
work in this category included Parker’s [57] exploratory study
to develop a quantitative survey instrument for “operationalizing
CS professional identity” and Washington et al.’s study [86] that
developed and validated the “Computer Science Cultural Attitude
and Identity Survey (CSAIS)” for measuring ethnic identity and four
other constructs (confidence, interest, gender, professional) which
influence the attitudes of undergraduate CS students of color.

Assessing interventions for identity develop-
ment/formation (assess): In this category, papers consisted of
studies that tested the efficacy of an intervention for promoting
identity development using operationalized identity indicators.
We consider an activity as an intervention (and not a con-
text/process/factor) if the researchers were involved in designing
or assessing a activity, had agency to manipulate the activity, or
prospectively collected data during an on-going activity. For in-
stance, “course” can be both an intervention (as in this category) as
well as a context (as in the next category). The difference between
the two usages lies in whether a researcher is determining the
efficacy of a specific course on identity development (intervention)
or a researcher is seeking to understand the efficacy of generic
coursework on identity development (context). 16% of the 55
papers (n=9) fell into this category [2, 4, 17, 28, 54, 67, 68, 76, 87].
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The role of the intervention was to foster identity development
in a student and the interventions included mentoring programs
in undergraduate research [4, 67, 68], a professional conference
[87], a scholarship program [28], or activities in formal coursework
[2, 17, 54]. Most of these studies were quantitative and followed a
quasi-experimental [2, 4] or pre-post survey design [17, 54, 67, 87]
setup. Three studies were qualitative and descriptive [28, 68, 76].
Work in this category included Bettin et al.’s study [2] that
investigated the inclusion of a pedagogical intervention exhibiting
practical computing scenarios that could foster the development of
computing identities in engineering students. Similar to Bettin et
al.’s study for an intervention in a course, Novakocvich et al. [54]
incorporated the use of social media tools in a professional writing
course taken by majors from eclectic disciplines including CS to
understand if social media technologies can be used for facilitating
professional identity development. Similarly, Erdil and Ronan
[17] determined if a rotation-based CS survey course can be used
for fostering career identity formation. Outside of coursework,
Boyer et al. [4] assessed their Computing Identity Mentoring
program for promoting the development of students’ computing
identities in the context of undergraduate research. They assessed
the efficacy of their intervention through a quasi-experiment using
self-reported computing identity metrics and compared aggregate
scores of study participants and non-participants. Santolucito and
Piskac [68] extended Boyer et al.’s work [4] and assessed identity
formation in an undergraduate research program in which students
were mentored for formal methods and program synthesis research
in computing. The goal of the program was to foster the formation
of students’ computing identities. Santolucito and Piskac [68],
however, used a qualitative approach different from Boyer et al. [4]
and described the efficacy of the program using rich case studies.
Along the lines of undergraduate research experiences, Rorrer et al.
[67] also determined the role of the National Science Foundation’s
Research Experiences for Undergraduates (NSF – REU) program
in fostering scientific identities. In addition to the evaluation of
identity formation in research experiences, Wei et al. [87] evaluated
the role of a professional conference for women in engineering for
the development of undergraduate students’ engineering identities.
Hug [28] explored how NSF’s “Cybersecurity S-STEM program
supports minority students’ development of science identities” and
Taylor-Smith et al. [76] determined if apprentices’ employment
during a Graduate Apprenticeship program (full-time work and
study) can support the development of IT professional identity.

Determining the relationship of identity to another fac-
tor/construct/process/context (influence): This category had a
majority of the papers, with 65% of the 55 papers (n=36). Within
this category, papers described studies to determine the relation-
ship of an identity construct to another factor, construct, pro-
cess, or context [7, 10, 32, 33, 35, 41–11, 43, 45, 47, 55–57, 60–
12–14, 17, 21, 23, 25, 64, 70, 74, 75, 78, 79, 81, 82, 85, 86, 89].
Note that these contexts were not planned interventions as in
the previous category (Assessing interventions for identity devel-
opment/formation) and researchers did not have opportunities to
manipulate the context under study. Rather, the studies were obser-
vational and retrospective. However, both papers in this category
and the ones in the previous category discussed mechanisms that
impact identity. The relationships were examined quantitatively

(e.g. [21, 57]) or qualitatively (e.g. [12, 33, 61]) using operational
markers. The papers were situated in identity literature and the
researchers either explicitly explored relationships between a fac-
tor/construct/process/context and identity (e.g. [33, 57]), or implic-
itly explained a factor/construct/process/context’s role in identity
formation (e.g. [12, 61]). There was a high degree of cohesion be-
tween papers in this category and Category describe or Category
measure as researchers typically described, conceptualized, or oper-
ationalized identity and then found its variations across the study
population or determined relationships of other factors to their
described identity construct (see Figure 3). The explicit exploration
of relationships either assumed no directions (is factorx related to
identity?) or one direction (does factorx influence identity? or does
identity influence factorx?). The research questions typically were
framed as: (a) How does a factorx influence identityy? (b) How
does identityy influence factorx? (c) What is the relationship be-
tween factorx and identityy? (d) How does identityy vary across a
factorx? (e) What factors influence identityy?. Here, factorx denotes
any factor/construct/process/context, e.g., coursework, self-efficacy,
gender, etc., and identityy denotes a type or component of identity,
e.g., professional identity, etc.

Next, we present examples of “what” types of associations were
examined. Papers in this category included Harrington et al.’s work
[25], which explored the relationship among “computing students’
professional identity”, “students’ reaction to stereotypes”, and “expe-
riences with stressors”. Davis et al. [10] assessed the relationship
between “nerd identity” and “engagement with CS course content”.
Kapoor and Gardner-McCune studied the variation of professional
identities across gender and academic year [32] as well as assessed
the factors and processes that influence “professional identity forma-
tion in CS undergraduate students” [33]. McCartney and Sanders [47]
also determined “significant school- and job-related events that affect
computing students’ professional identity”. Similar to Kapoor and
Gardner-McCune [33] and McCartney and Sanders [47], Tomer and
Mishra [79] determined the factors that influenced the formation
of students’ professional identities. Parker [55, 56] examined the
role of emotion in influencing “professional identity formation” and
identified the variation in CS students’ professional identity with
respect to gender, degree program, academic year, and participation
in internships or capstone projects [57]. Lundberg and Ness [43]
sought to determine the people who shape students’ “understand-
ing of jobs they qualify for” in order to understand the source of
students’ imagination ability. Mahadeo et al. [45] and Demsey et al.
[11] also studied the variation of computing or CS identity across
gender similar to Parker [57] and Kapoor and Gardner-McCune
[32], but they also determined if computing/CS identity can be
used to predict students’ “choice” or “intention” of a computing
career or major. Sigurdson and Petersen [70] determined the role
of mathematical curriculum in shaping students’ identity while
Kinnunen et al. [35] determined how students’ expectations from
degree programs, reasoning about the choice of major, and career
aspirations influence identity.

While most of the previously described work determined rela-
tionships of identity to another construct when the participants
were enrolled in the university, Dziallas and Fincher [12–14] fol-
lowed a novel approach where they asked participants to reflect
on learning stories longitudinally - during and after graduating
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from CS programs - and assessed the changes in these stories. They
determined events, contexts, boundary objects, and turning points
that influence students’ learning trajectories [13], graduateness
[12], and acquisition of accountable disciplinary knowledge [14].
These learning stories, elements of graduateness, or cases of ac-
countable disciplinary knowledge acquisition influence a student’s
identity and eventually become a part of students’ narrative identi-
ties [12–14]. Other relationships that were determined included (1)
Grande et al.’s work [23] on the association between role models
and identity; (2) Thiry and Hug’s work [78] on processes influenc-
ing identity formation of Latina undergraduate computing students;
(3) Peter (et al.’s) work [60–64] on understanding contexts in which
CS and IT students experience different meanings of participation
(a process of identity negotiation); (4) Garcia et al.’s paper [21]
which demonstrated the variation in high-achieving underserved
students computing identities across gender, academic year, and
degree program; (5) Erdil and Ronan’s work [17] on factors that
influence career identities of students; (6) Cheryan et al.’s work [7]
which explored sources of “identity expression threat” and studied
the relationship between “identity expression threat” and women’s
expression of interest in CS; (7) Taheri et al.’s paper [74, 75] which
determined the relationship of computing identity and persistence
and also studied this relationship controlling gender and academic
standing; (8) Trauth et al.’s work [81, 82] on the relationship among
gender identity, ethnic identity, and stereotypes about the skills
and knowledge in the IT profession; (9) Zander et al.’s paper [89]
that described the relationship between CS students’ identities and
threshold concepts or transformative events; (10) Walker’s work
[85] on processes or factors that influence feminine and masculine
identity construction; and (11) Lewis et al.’s work [41] which de-
scribed factors that influence students’ perception of “fitting” into
CS, i.e., a process of alignment of a person’s identity with values
and cultural expectations in CS.

3.2.2 Theme 2: Non-identity centric studies: nexus between iden-
tity and the central construct under study. The second theme was
non-identity centric studies and papers in this theme studied a con-
struct other than identity that was the center of attention but the
researchers either assumed or inferred a relationship of this other
construct to identity. The researchers studied, conceptualized, or op-
erationalized this other construct and assumed that this construct is
an implicit proxy [40, 49] to identity, suggesting an outright or par-
tial relationship, or they inferred a partial relationship between this
other construct and identity [16, 19, 27, 37, 38, 51, 52, 77]. These pa-
pers rarely cited identity literature and defined research questions
in terms of the central construct under study rather than identity.
Also, the researchers grounded their results in the literature related
to the construct under study and not in identity literature. These
studies were included in our review corpus as such studies either
inferred a relationship of the construct under study to identity or
used a similar measure for the central construct as used in identity-
centric papers for measuring identity (e.g. sense of belonging in
[40] has a measure “I see myself as a computing person” which is
commonly used as a proxy for identity such as in [22, 45, 57]). In
essence, these papers were not studying identity construct per se,
and the authors of these papers rarely discuss the relationship of
their work to identity or the significance of their work for identity

literature in computing, thus having a birds-eye view on identity.
18% of the 55 papers (n=10) fell into this theme. There were two
categories of papers that belonged to this theme:

Assumption of another construct as an implicit proxy for
identity (imply): The two papers in this category, assumed an-
other construct as a proxy for identity and focused on identifying
the relationship of this other construct to a factor. We determined
this implicit relationship through cues in the paper because an
explicit connection between identity and the construct under study
was not made [40, 49]. In addition, the authors never discussed
the significance of their findings through the lens of identity and
often used measures that overlapped with identity constructs from
identity-centric papers. Consider Lewis et al.’s work [40] which
focused on understanding the relationship between sense of be-
longing, students’ communal goals, and perception of computing,
but did not define an explicit connection between identity and sense
of belonging. When measuring the sense of belonging, Lewis et al.
used a composite measurement item consisting of an indicator of
identity “I see myself as a computing person” which is often used as a
unidimensional indicator for measuring engineering identity in the
engineering education discipline [22]. This usage of overlapping
constructs to signify identity has been previously reported in com-
puting education by McGill et al. [48] who found that researchers
used identity and sense of belonging interchangeably in computing
studies and recommended researchers clarify terminology in future
studies. Thus, we established a relationship between a sense of
belonging and identity construct based on such cues.

Inferring a relationship between the central construct
under study and identity (infer): 15% of the 55 papers (n=8,
[16, 19, 27, 37, 38, 51, 52, 77]) were primarily focused on studying
another construct, phenomenon, or intervention and while under-
standing this construct/phenomenon/intervention, they found an
influence on a person’s identity. For instance, Thayer and Ko [77]
conducted a study to understand the barriers faced by coding boot-
camp students and found that students who enrolled in bootcamps
and joined the software industry, had “difficulties in claiming an
identity as a software developer” and felt imposter syndrome. Simi-
larly, Eckerdal et al. [16] conducted a study to understand academics’
perspectives on massive open online courses (MOOCs) and found
that teachers had mixed responses on the MOOCs’ ability to afford
students’ professional identity development. Other constructs or
phenomena that were under study included students’ perceptions
of the university to work transition [38], women’s experiences in
computing with a focus on culture [19], students’ conceptions of
programming [51], students’ association with computing stereo-
types [27], students’ interpretation on how CS is linked to other
disciplines (CS in context) [37], and transformational incidents or
threshold concepts in undergraduate programs [52]. The papers
in this category were different from the studies in Theme 1: Cate-
gory influence (Determining the relationship of identity to another
factor) as these studies derived a relationship to identity while
studying another construct while those in Theme 1 determined the
relationship of a construct to identity explicitly.
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4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We explored trends in identity in the context of undergraduate
computing education and developed a categorization model that
will allow future researchers to situate their work in the CER
community or identify relevant literature. Researchers have ex-
plored eclectic identity contents and processes in computing using
different methodologies and theoretical frameworks. In addition,
several researchers have determined relationships of another con-
struct/context/process to identity. However, there is a lack of work
that unifies what we know about identity in CER at an under-
graduate level. Our future work will describe these identity def-
initions and terminologies, methodologies for studying identity
and synthesize the factors that influence identity formation. We
will be using our categorization model to organize this synthe-
sis and determine how the definitions, proxies, units of measure-
ments, and analysis vary across our categories of papers. We also
observed that most papers that reported relationships of a con-
struct/context/process/factor’s influence on identity did not state
the strength of association of these relationships. For instance, we
know that contexts such as undergraduate research experiences,
conferences, coursework, internships, etc. influence identity in com-
puting. But howmuch do they matter when compared to each other
for the development of computing identities? In which context,
should researchers or practitioners spend resources to maximize
students’ identity formation? Which contexts or factors have a
greater impact on a certain demographic of students? Several of
these questions need to be answered and as a field, we need a theory
to identify the relationship between these factors so that we can
have a better understanding of how identity formation takes place
in computing. Future work can also explore how to quantify or
measure the strength of these associations.

Also, papers in Theme 2 - Category imply (Assumption of an-
other construct as an implicit proxy for identity), specifically never
made an explicit connection between identity and the other con-
struct. This can be ambiguous for the readers or researchers and
an explicit connection can be suggested if implied. We also ob-
served that most studies in our corpus were observational and
exploratory. Future work can investigate causal evidence on a fac-
tor’s role in identity change through controlled experiments or
deploy behavioral mechanisms (such as leveraging data captured
from socio-technical systems) to gain insights into one’s identity
which could complement what we know about one’s identity from
self-reported measures. Our findings also provide evidence that
researchers used similar or overlapping constructs leading to incon-
sistent terminology (e.g. identity [22] and sense of belonging [40]).
A more consistent vocabulary could be developed in the future or
at least clarification can be added to understand how researchers
view or define constructs. As a community, we have not yet reached
a consensus on how we define or measure these constructs. One
way in which we can mitigate this issue is through a rigorous
peer-review process that ensures future articles ground their work
in literature. Another way to mitigate this issue is to reuse the
codes and categories obtained from inductive content analysis in
prior work if adequate. Researchers also contributed two survey
instruments for measuring computing professional identity [45]
and ethnic identity [86]. We recommend other researchers to use

these instruments as well as develop more instruments rooted in so-
ciocultural theories as the instruments developed so far are heavily
influenced by socio-cognitive theories on identity formation.
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